Point(s) of Compliance

1. Off-Channel, Hydrologically disconnected, Non-WOTUS

- POND₁ (NON-WOTUS)
  - ▲ POC – Withdrawn from WOTUS, must meet BTA for impingement and entrainment
  - ● Not a POC – Withdrawn from non-WOTUS

2. Off-Channel, Hydrologically connected, Non-WOTUS or WOTUS?

1. WOTUS:
   - ▲ POC – May qualify for meeting BTA for impingement and entrainment if intakes flows are minimized
   - ● POC - Withdrawn from WOTUS, must meet BTA for impingement and entrainment

2. Non-WOTUS:
   - ▲ POC –Withdrawn from WOTUS, must meet BTA for impingement and entrainment
   - ● Not a POC – Withdraws from non-WOTUS

3. On-Channel, Hydrologically connected, WOTUS

- POND₃ (WOTUS)
  - ● POC– Withdrawn from WOTUS, must meet BTA for impingement and entrainment

Facility
- Primary CWIS
- Makeup CWIS
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